
Amba aim to create the perfect employee experience by offering a range of services,

including their employee benefits platform built on their own software, HR support, financial

services and health and risk broking to name a few. Their services are in place with the

goals of improving the productivity and motivation of businesses’ employees, maximising

investment, attracting and retaining the best people, reducing absenteeism, and staff

turnover.

Amba help to obtain and allow interactive employee benefits, whether it be shopping

discounts, gym memberships or health care benefits – whatever fits each business’s needs.

They have made a difference within companies like M+W Group, Unit4 and Essential

Trading who have boasted numerous benefits of Amba like its transparency and tailored

solutions. As a growing business already, Amba were scaling well when we began speaking

with them, but it was clear that they would benefit from essentially having an ‘in-house

legal team’ to review legal documentation and negotiate with clients to lessen business

risk.

After having initial discussions with the

Amba team through our 15-minute health

check, we began reviewing the company’s

legal documentation, including client

licensing agreements and terms of

business. By doing this, we ensured these

client agreements were fit for purpose, and

limited the business’s legal risk, which is

crucial for growth. 

We have also been involved in ongoing

client negotiations, ensuring that Amba

don’t take on too much risk and liability,

and have advised the team on client issues

and renegotiations of terms, which could

expose the business to undue legal risk.
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Amba  and Jamieson Law continue to work

together daily, dealing with onboarding

new clients, protecting their interests from

a legal perspective, and dealing with day-

to-day issues that arise in any small

business. Amba is one of our most valued

clients, and we love working with them!
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